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Exciting New Game Fishing
Opportunity at Lake Berryessa
Genetic engineers at the University of Lake
Berryessa have teamed up with scientists from the
California Department of Fish and Game to create a
new class of sport fishing at the lake. Although anglers
love the trout, bass, kokanee, catfish, and crappie
fishing at Lake Berryessa, new biological research will
bring the excitement of deep sea ocean fishing to large
freshwater lakes.
Genetically-modified saltwater ocean species such
as Marlin and Dorado have been developed which can
thrive in fresh water environments. The only difference
is that the selected test species have been tailored to
their more limited environments by controlling size.
Blue marlin are possibly the most sought-after
marlin species. Beautiful in form, capable of
spectacular fighting ability and having the potential to
reach great sizes, blue marlin have inspired and
continue to inspire the dedicated pursuit of thousands of
skippers, crews and anglers.

Adult male Marlin in the open ocean may grow to 300
pounds and 20 feet in length. The new freshwater Lake
Berryessa Marlin have been genetically-limited to
grow to no more than 30 pounds and 5 feet in length –
with no loss in their fighting vigor and delicate flavor.
The first stocking of this exciting new game fish is
scheduled or April 1, 2016. However, there have been
several secret tests of the adaptability of a limited
number of the new marlin recently. The Lake Berryessa
News was able to capture confidential photos of some
of the tests.

Canada Wants To Buy Lake Berryessa

C.A.S.T. for Kids at Lake Berryessa

The Chamber of Commerce of Lake Berryessa
announced that the Canadian Tourism Board had
expressed interest in buying the Lake Berreyssa region
and moving it north of the US/Canada border. The
Canadian Tourism Board expressed dismay that Napa
County had never shown much interest in developing
the lake for its full tourism and revenue potential.
Other buyers said to be interested in the Lake
Berryessa region were Kansas, Oklahoma, Uzbekistan
and a private party who wanted to move Lake Berryessa
to the South Pacific.

Squeez Bacon

Online retailer thinkgeek.com
unveiled Squeez Bacon, 100%
bacon paste that could be squeezed
from a tube. It described it as "the
world's most perfect food."
Squeez Bacon® is fully cooked
100% bacon. Due to the patented
electro-mechanical process by
which Squeez Bacon® is rendered,
it requires no preservatives or other
additives. Each serving is as healthy
as real bacon, and equivalent to 4
premium slices of bacon! You can
put it on sandwiches, pizza, pastas,
bacon, soups, pies, eat it hot or cold (warm Squeez
Bacon® on toasted rye is to die for), substitute it for
bacon in your recipes, or even eat it right out of the tube
like we do! If it's edible, it's better with Squeez.

The Bureau of Reclamation, in partnership with the
C.A.S.T. (Catch a Special Thrill) for Kids Foundation,
will host a C.A.S.T. for Kids fishing event at Lake
Berryessa on Saturday, May 14.
The C.A.S.T. for Kids Foundation is a national, nonprofit organization whose goal is “to provide disabled or
disadvantaged children with the opportunity to enjoy a
quality outdoor recreational experience through the
sport of fishing” (http://www.castforkids.org/).

USBWine
Download wine direct to your home! Easy to use and
reliable. 3D food printers may finally be here, but it’s
always been easier to transmit liquids over the internet.
After years of development, USB wine is here. The first
USB flash drive to download your choice of wine at any
time of the day and to any computer.
Use this revolutionary technology and discover our
exclusive catalog of over 1200 wines - download in a few
seconds! Already available - an e-cellar of fine wines
with more than 1200 to download!

The event will be held from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Lake
Berryessa’s Oak Shores Day Use Area. Each child will
receive a fishing pole, tackle box, T-shirt, and other
prizes and spend the morning fishing with local anglers
and volunteers. A free barbeque lunch will be served to
participants, parents and volunteers in the afternoon.
Pre-registration is required for this event as availability
is currently limited to 40 children. Reclamation is
seeking boaters and anglers who wish to volunteer their
time and the use of their boat, as well as volunteers for
shoreline support. For more information, please contact
Park Ranger Victoria Payan at 707-966-2111, ext. 113,
or vpayan@usbr.gov.

April Horoscopes
Aries (3/21-4/19): A prizewinning
horse should have a thick coat, strong
hindquarters, and an elegant gait.
Also, it probably shouldn’t talk,
suddenly split in two, and run off in
opposing directions.
Taurus (4/20 – 5/20): It’s not enough to
just sit there and cry about your
problems all night long. Try also
kicking your legs a bit to see if that
helps.
Gemini (5/21 – 6/21): The stars foresee
a huge promotion at work this week.
Get ready to move up to Senior Person
Whom Nobody Takes Seriously or
Respects.
Cancer (6/22-7/22): You will soon make
a comfortable living exploiting other
people’s deep-seated anxieties and
crippling fears.
Leo (7/23-8/22): You have failed in your
life’s goal, but don’t feel too bad: Of all
the people who dream of working at a
fast food restaurant, only 98 percent
actually make it.
Virgo (8/23-9/22): The events of next
week will closely mirror all the other
events in your life up to that point.
Libra (9/23-10/22): Do not believe
those who tell you they can see your
future. They are merely preying upon
your ignorant, fearful, superstitious
nature.
Scorpio (10/23-11/21): Try as they
might, the stars can’t see the point in
telling you about next week. You’ll just
do whatever you damn well please,
anyway.
Sagittarius (11/22-12/21): Will you
finally get that big job promotion? Is a
whirlwind romance in the cards for
you? Tune in to Sagittarius next week
for all the answers and more!
Capricorn (12/22-1/19): Despite their
best efforts, rescue workers will fail to
pull you out from beneath hundreds of
pounds of stored fat this week.
Aquarius (1/20-2/18): If you pledge to
Aquarius at the $50 membership level,
not only will you be supporting quality
predictions in the future, but you’ll also
receive this handsome Cancer tote
bag.
Pisces (2/19-3/20): You’ve never really
thought of yourself as a cat-person,
but the splicing, trans-binding, and
DNA re-sequencing will soon change
all of that.

Reclamation Announces Spring 2016 Events and Park 7
Ranger Interpretive Programs at Lake Berryessa
All activities will be held rain or shine and are free of charge. Some
programs have group size limitations, so please contact the Park
Ranger Office regarding availability. Participants should wear
sturdy shoes and clothing appropriate for the weather and bring
water and sunscreen. Children are welcome, but those under age
18 must be accompanied by an adult.
Dufer Point Visitor Center: April 1 through September 11:
Weekends and holidays 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Weekdays Noon-3 p.m.
Park Rangers are available to answer questions about natural
resources, recreational opportunities, wildlife and the area’s
history. Brochures, maps, trail guides and other educational
information are available free of charge. Contact the Park Rangers
at 707-966-2111 ext. 113 for information about park events, hikes,
kayak tours and educational programs.
Meet a Park Ranger at Monticello Dam!
Saturdays (Starting April 23) 12-3 p.m., Monticello Dam
Overlook Parking (Highway 128, 9 miles west of Winters)
Ever wonder why Lake Berryessa was created? How much water
it holds? What was there before the reservoir? Where the water
goes? Get answers to these questions and more when you meet a
Park Ranger at Monticello Dam every Saturday throughout the
summer. Stop by any time between 12 and 3 p.m. to learn fun facts
about this essential water resource. Please contact a Park Ranger
at 707-966-2111 ext. 113 with questions.
Paddle with a Park Ranger: Saturday, May 7, 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
Oak Shores Day Use Area
Experience the beauty of Lake Berryessa from a unique
perspective during a 2-3 hour, Park Ranger-led paddle tour. Watch
for bald eagles, ospreys, otters and other wildlife as the Ranger
introduces you to the natural and human history of the reservoir.
These outings are open to experienced swimmers with a kayak or
canoe. Coast Guard-approved life jackets will be available.
Participants should bring their kayak, life jackets, paddles,
sunscreen, hat, water and food. Pre-registration is required.
Kayaks may be available for participants on a first-reserved, firstserved basis. For more information, please contact Ranger
Victoria Payan at 707-966-2111 ext. 113 or vpayan@usbr.gov.
Subscribe to the Lake Berryessa News
Since I've started printing the Lake Berryessa News again, so many
people have asked me if they can subscribe that I decided to reinstitute
a subscription service. The subscription price for my little “boutique”
newspaper will be $36 for the next 12 issues mailed to your home. I’ll
be printing two issues per month during the six month summer season
(April through September).
The Lake Berryessa News is the only place you can get the latest news
about Lake Berryessa. To subscribe, please send a check for $36
payable to Peter Kilkus to:

Peter Kilkus, 1515 Headlands Drive, Napa, CA 94558
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Purple Heart Veteran’s Fishing Event

On Saturday, April 23, 2016 Markey Cove will be hosting their Fourth
Purple Heart Veteran’s Fishing Event. As I am sure you know, Purple Heart
recipients are military veterans who were wounded while serving our country.
The Military Order of the Purple Heart Foundation provides emotional, physical,
educational and financial support for wounded and disabled veterans, to help
improve their lives. Programs include suicide prevention, support for veterans
with brain injuries and counseling for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD),
as well as scholarships, family assistance and claims assistance. These men and
women put their lives on the line in order to protect the freedoms we enjoy every
day. They deserve a very big thank you for their sacrifices.
Markley Cove Resort and the Military Order of Purple Heart Organization
work together to sponsor this special day that is open to ALL veterans who have
served our country. Each year the event has grown. It gives each of us the
opportunity to spend time with our veterans and to say “thank you” for their
sacrifices.
We thank all of you who volunteered to help in the past and once again, we
are asking for your help. The Purple Heart Order is currently contacting veterans
who would like to take part in this year’s event. There will be free launching to
those of you who want to be involved in taking a veteran fishing.
The fishing will run from approximately 8:00 am to noon. Following the
return from fishing, Markley Cove will offer lunch to all the participants, both
the volunteers and the veterans. We will also have music and door prizes to add
to the fun.
Please consider becoming involved in this event, if you are willing to donate
your time and/or your boat, please e-mail or call us at the number listed above.
If you are not able to participate on that day, please consider a monetary donation
to help pay for food, prizes, and entertainment. Whatever you can do will be
gratefully accepted. These men and women deserve so much more, but at least
we can take this opportunity to give back one day of our time to show we care.
Call or e-mail Markley Cove now so you too can experience this truly awesome
event. Robbie Rubio, (707) 966-2134, robbie@markleycoveresort.com
Lake Berryessa makes bid to host Running of the Bulls
Lake Berryessa Chamber of Commerce spokeswoman, April Fulton,
announced they were making a bid to host the Running of the Bulls. The
Chamber believes that for too long the people of Pamplona have
monopolized this event.
“We are determined to grab the bull by the horns and snare this important
event for Lake Berryessa,” she said. The Chamber will partner with
Envirosports or HITS which put on several Lake Berryessa triathlons that
originate at Oak Shores Park and continue on Knoxville Road.
The bull run could possibly become the opening event at the next triathlon.

A Lake Berryessa News Contribution to a Bizarre Election Cycle
April Fool's Day Becomes April Fool's Year!

St. Stupid’s Day and the Dumbing Down of America
Although April 1st is usually referred to as
April Fools Day, the date has also become a
holy day for some churches such as the
Church of the Last Laugh in San Francisco.
Each year on April 1 they sponsor a St.
Stupid’s Day Parade.
St. Stupid is the patron saint of religion,
politics, and the Internet. He and his
followers are responsible for the dumbing
down of America by the methodical
destruction and purposeful elimination of
the means by which a society educates and
enlightens itself.

All reasoning is done from some point
of view.
-Identify your point of view.
-Seek other points of view and identify
their strengths as well as weaknesses.
-Strive to be fair-minded in evaluating all
points of view.

All reasoning is based on data,
information, and evidence.
-Restrict your claims to those supported
by the data you have.
-Cconsider information that opposes your
position as well as what supports it.
-Make sure that all information used is
Although April Fools Day celebrates sly wit clear, accurate, and relevant.
and twisted humor, it also inadvertently -Make sure you have gathered sufficient
highlights the serious lack of scientific and information.
mathematical knowledge of the American
public as well as a complete lack of the All reasoning is expressed through, and
shaped by, concepts and ideas.
ability to think analytically on the part of
many. This issue of the Lake Berryessa -Identify key concepts and explain them
News includes several stories which only clearly.
-Consider alternative concepts or
you can decide if true.
alternative definitions to concepts.
Critical Thinking is the intellectually -Make sure you are using concepts with
disciplined process of actively and skillfully care and precision.
conceptualizing, applying, analyzing,
synthesizing, and/or evaluating information
All reasoning contains inferences by
which we draw conclusions.
gathered from, or generated by,
observation,
experience,
reflection, -Infer only what the evidence implies.
reasoning, or communication, as a guide to -Check inferences for their consistency
with each other.
belief and action.
-Identify assumptions that lead you to
your inferences.
All reasoning has a purpose.
-Take time to state your purpose clearly.
-Distinguish your purpose from related
All reasoning leads somewhere, has
implications and consequences.
purposes.
-Check periodically to be sure you are still -Trace the implications and consequences
that follow from your reasoning.
on target.
-Search for negative as well as positive
implications.
All reasoning is an attempt to figure
something out, to solve some problem. -Consider all possible consequences.
-Take time to clearly and precisely state
the question at issue.
*****
-Express the question in several ways to
Corporate Tattoos in Kids' Future?
clarify its meaning and scope.
The Pepsi-Cola Company, in search of more
-Break the question into sub questions.
innovative ways to reach out to young
-Identify if the question has one right
consumers, is offering teenagers an
answer or is a matter of opinion.
intriguing deal.The company is asking
teenagers to tattoo themselves with its
All reasoning is based on assumptions.
corporate logo. Thecompany will pay for
-Clearly identify your assumptions and
the tattoos. In return for permanently
determine whether they are justifiable.
branding
themselves, the teenagers will
-Consider how your assumptions are
receive a lifetime 15% discount on the
shaping your point of view.
company's products.

Lake Berryessa 10 Acre Ranchette
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The Following Notice was scheduled for release on the Internet on April 1, 2014!
(And remember that everything you read on the Internet must be true!) However, due
to the traditional complications affecting anything managed by the Bureau of
Reclamation, the actual announcement was delayed two years.
Bureau of Reclamation Releases Final Plans to Raise Monticello Dam
(but Sierra Club Protests)
BOR officials announced that, after decades of rumors, Monticello Dam will
finally be raised 10 feet as part of their redevelopment plan for Lake Berryessa. Napa
County signed away most of its original water rights to the lake and now Solano
County is being pressured by Budweiser to supply more water to its brewery.
To protect sensitive wildlife habitat, the BOR will build a 15 foot tall dike around
the shoreline. The Sierra Club, which originally agreed to help fund a 165 mile trail
around the lake, agrees that if the dike is built it should become the “trail around the
lake”: a win-win multi-use solution.
Per Congressman Mike Thompson, since it will be funded at taxpayer expense
as a multi-use trail, the dike will be wide enough for hikers, bikers, horses,
motorcycles and ATV’s to share. Special launch ramps will be built at the resorts for
high water access.
However, the Sierra Club also proposed an alternative plan to drain the lake
completely and rebuild the Town of Monticello as affordable housing for Napa
County. The Sierra Club believes this would be the simplest solution to eliminating
the legal problems surrounding the BOR’s fiasco with the present resort contracts –
just get rid of the lake and create a mega-trail amusement park.
The Bureau of Reclamation wishes to make everyone aware that their alleged
“destruction of Lake Berryessa” was nothing of the sort. Despite protests by the Lake
Berryessa Chamber of Commerce and local businesses and residents, Reclamation
claims that their elimination of resorts and launch ramps was only a clever way to limit
lake usage so that they can proceed with building the dike without interference from
those pesky visitors.

Family Has Strict
No Smartphone
Rule While Eating
Dinner In Front Of
TV
Mattel Releases
New Male Barbie
To Inspire Girls To
Imagine Holding
Highest Leadership
Positions
Alarming U.N.
Report Finds World
Lost 40 Million
Acres Of Personal
Space Last Year
Pathetic Excuse For
Man Paid Same
Wage As Female
Counterpart
Sudafed Introduces
New Sinus Drill For
Immediate
Congestion Relief
Scientists Slowly
Reintroducing Small
Group Of Normal,
Well-Adjusted
Humans Into
Society
Report: Getting Out
Of Bed In Morning
Sharply Increases
Risk Of Things
Getting Even Worse
Resourceful Man
Able To Cobble
Together Bad Mood
From Handful Of
Minor Annoyances
Zoo Hosts Contest
To Name Baby Of
Pregnant Gift Shop
Worker
Man Makes Quick
Call To Parents So
Next Week’s Call
To Ask For Money
Doesn’t Seem That
Bad
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Lake Berryessa Chamber of Commerce
Meet the Candidates for Napa County Supervisor District 4
Monday, April 18, 6:30 PM - 8 PM, Capell Valley Fire Station, 1193 Capell Valley Rd.
Chris Malan

Alfredo Pedroza

Diane Shepp

www.votechrismalan2016.com

www.apedroza.com

www.shepp4supervisor.com

I have spent over 30 years as a mental health
professional for the County of Napa, helping others put
their lives back together after much suffering. For the
past 11 years, I have worked solely with Napa County’s
homeless population. For two decades I have
developed a network of environmental efforts and
projects to conserve our natural systems that sustain us,
such as watersheds, forests, and wildlife.

It has been an honor to serve you on the Napa County
Board of Supervisors. During my first year on the job
as your Supervisor, I’ve greatly enjoyed serving our
community by bringing a common-sense approach to
the issues facing our community, including a focus on
balancing growth with agricultural and open space
protections, making affordable housing a reality, and
addressing road repairs and traffic issues.

In the past decade we have witnessed a dramatic change
in the Napa Valley. As a professional, I have lead our
community in the nonprofit, social welfare and
educational sectors. I served on the Grand Jury. I get the
job done. I have been listening to what neighborhood
groups and local citizens are saying.

In 1996, I managed a successful campaign against an
initiative (Measure W and X) that would have resulted
in a large housing development in the agricultural
watershed. In 1998, I co-coordinated a successful
citizen-led ballot initiative for flood management and
Napa River restoration (Measure A). Two years later,
as an Executive Member of the Napa Sierra Club, I led
successful litigation, requiring the County to fully
comply with the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) to protect the environment when approving
new vineyards.

To ensure we achieve our goals, we need
comprehensive planning with all our industries and
City partners. As a former Council member in the City
of Napa and now as a County Supervisor, I have the
relationships, leadership, and energy to bring solutions
forward.

If elected, I would address poverty in Napa County, by
working to raise the minimum wage to a livable wage
and increase the amount of low-income and affordable
housing. Additionally, I would focus on growth that is
sustainable and meets the needs of the community as a
whole, and environmental issues that affect our quality
of life, such as availability of water and water quality,
preservation of and access to open spaces, forest
protection, and traffic congestion.
County compliance with local and state laws, fiscal
responsibility, and increasing community access to
Board of Supervisor meetings and information would
also be top priorities.
Lastly, if elected, I pledge to donate 25% of my
Supervisor salary to local non-profit organizations that
are working to address issues related to poverty, and
environmental education and protection.
In sum, I am seeking the position of Napa County
Supervisor BECAUSE PEOPLE AND THE
ENVIRONMENT MATTER.

Alfredo Pedroza is a lifelong Napa resident and was
appointed to the Board of Supervisors by Governor
Jerry Brown on December 29, 2014. Alfredo was
elected to the Napa City Council in 2012, becoming
Napa’s youngest and first Latino Council member ever
elected.
The Pedroza family made Napa Valley their home in
the early 1970’s with the goal of chasing the American
Dream. Alfredo Sr. was a farmworker for over 33 years
and along with Martha, instilled the values of hard
work, integrity, and the value of a dollar in Alfredo.
Professionally, Alfredo has worked in the financial
services industry for more than 10 years, having careers
with credit unions and community banks. Alfredo’s
many years of experience in the financial services
industry have helped countless local families and
businesses improve their finances and thoughtfully
manage and sustain growth.
Alfredo is active with service clubs and nonprofit
organizations. His passion for public and community
service stems from his commitment to working to
create a Napa County where his children and future
generations of Napa citizens will live, seek jobs, start
businesses, and raise their families.

Lake Berryessa Doesn't Need Any
More "Urban" Supervisors!
One of the first questions asked by folks we
are talk to is: "What are the boundaries of
District 4?" Good question since Lake
Berryessa used to be in District 3. After the
last redistricting, the lake community is now
split between District 3 (north) and District
4 (south).
Diane Shepp's web site answered this
question by posting maps that delineate the
boundaries of District 4. The first map is
District 4 outlined in yellow. (This will be a
bit difficult to see in black and white.) The
second map focuses in on the urban area of
Napa that is included in District 4.

• The trucking of Napa City water to support hillside
vineyards while city residents are asked to let their
lawns go brown is not an equitable solution.
• Near grid-lock traffic worsens everyday (not good for
residents, local businesses, the wine industry or
visitors).
• Can the working middle class, the backbone of our
county afford to live here?
I believe it is the job of government to protect the health,
welfare and safety of its citizens. As your County
Supervisor I will give you a voice for your concerns.
• I believe in keeping it local...keeping jobs in Napa. I
will promote a living wage, affordable-proximity
housing for local workers [teachers, hospitality and
wine industry employees among others], so they may
call Napa their home too.
• I will work to protect our agricultural-based economy,
our watersheds, open space and sustainable resources.
• I will promote needed investment in infrastructure,
road repair, waste water systems, water quality, and a
livable wage.
As a rural resident of the Soda Canyon area, Diane
understands the needs of people living in the
unincorporated areas of Napa County. She will stand up
for all residents, including rural residents, not the
special interests, and will push to protect family farms
and open spaces, and promote smart investments in
better roads, parks, transit, and the services that keep our
community a wonderful place to live.

These two maps indicate the basic
unfairness of the requirement that all
supervisory didtricts contain relatively
equal number of voters. Although urban
areas (cities and towns) already have local
governments looking after their needs, the
rural unincorporated areas only have county
supervisors to stand up for them.
But if the supervisor only has to appeal to the
urban voters (where the majority of the
votes exist) they can ignore rural areas like
Lake Berryessa since they do not need those
votes to be elected. This has been the
historical plight of the Lake Berryessa
community for decades.
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Flowers and Fire at Lake Berryessa

I was talking to Brad Kirkpatrick up in Pope Valley
awhile ago about the fascinating history and politics of
the Lake Berryessa region. We wandered onto the topic
of the beautiful crop of wildflowers sprouting after the
rain. Hiking around the lake is even more enjoyable when
the view is framed by so many colorful flowers. Since
Brad was also once the Chief of the Pope Valley
Volunteer Fire Department, I asked him about something
that has been bothering me for the forty years since I
came to Northern California.
Whenever there is an especially wet year, the fire
professionals warn that it will be a “bad fire season”. But
every year that rainfall is low, the same fire professionals
warn that it will be a “bad fire season”. Are they just
trying to scare us every year? Is it just news media
sensationalism as usual?
Brad laughed at the question, but seemed to believe
that although a wet season can be bad, a dry season could
have the greater potential to be “badder”. The real
difference is in the type of “bad”. I stopped at the CDF
fire station on Knoxville Road on the way home to see
what they thought about my confusion. The professional
firefighters on duty gave me a rundown on the technical
issues.
First, there is no “good” fire season. The difference
in “bad” is based on the type of fire which can be caused
by the different fuel loads. A wet season causes heavy
growth of flowers, small plants, and grasses. When these
dry out they can feed a very aggressive hot fire that is hard
to attack. The larger fuel such as trees contain a lot of
moisture after a long wet season and will not burn early.
Professional fire fighters judge fuel loads by the time
it takes them to dry out. One hour and 10 hour fuels like
grasses dry fast. Even if they were wet in the morning –
they’re dry an hour later in the sun. The 1,000 hour fuels
like big trees can take 42 days to dry out.
That’s why you may have huge late season fires like

Live at Lake Berryessa!
the Oakland – the big fuel
Your Own
www.steelecanyonrd.com
Endless Summer At
loads have finally dried out.
The Lake
So which is worse? Dry
3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1,467 sq. ft.
seasons can have fires that
AMBER PAYNE
Relax, garden, or
REALTOR
start early in the year
entertain, your choice
CalBre#: 01302244
Mountain
range views
(February-March) and can
707-235-1124
from the rear deck
888-864-4133 (fax)
still happen until late in the
Custom interior paint
www.amberpayne.net
and tilework
year. Wet season fires don’t amberp@terrafirmaglobalp
artners.com
Spacious living room
start until later in the fire
with family room
which opens to kitchen
season (June-July) but can be
1243 Steele Canyon Road
Two car garage, RV/
fast and furious and be even
Endless summers really happen at this single story home situated in the eastern
boat parking.
hills of Napa County. Designed for modern day living with upgrades throughout.
larger later in the year
$395,000
Only minutes from Lake Berryessa and Steele Canyon Recreation Area.
(September-October).
Wet year or dry year, Napa County Firewise
Specialists with the Napa County say, “People should be
prepared for the worst ever fire season because every fire
season has the potential for being the worst ever.
Property owners need to take the initiative to do the work
to create defensible spaces around their homes because
even minor prevention preparation can make a major
difference in survival.”
There is another dimension which is that fire weather
during the season was more important than how a season
may start. Long stretches of hot weather with high winds
multiplies the problems. Also, when firefighting
resources are stretched thin across the state, any fire can
be hard to eliminate.
So enjoy the flowers while you can. Flowers burn too
– some are even worse than grasses because of their oil
content. I also learned that vineyards burn – they may
look a bit like firebreaks, but they’re not. And they make
attacking a fire more difficult because of the stakes and
guy wires uses to support the vines. Many thanks to our
dedicated fire fighters – those suits are not air
conditioned!
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Q: Why do men's clothes have buttons on the right while women's clothes have
buttons on the left? A: When buttons were invented, they were very expensive and
worn primarily by the rich. Because wealthy women were dressed by maids,
dressmakers put the buttons on the maid's right! Since most people are right-handed,
it is easier to push buttons on the right through holes on the left. And that's where
women's buttons have remained since.
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World-Weary
Garbage Man No
Longer Shocked By
Things People
Throw Out
More Realistic Meat
Substitute Made
From Soy Raised In
Brutally Cruel
Conditions
FDA Report Finds
Food Prevents
Hunger 98% Of
Time When
Properly Used
New Speech
Recognition
Software Factors In
User’s Mouth
Always Being Full

Dufer Point Visitor Center
April 1 through September 11: Weekends and holidays 10
a.m.-5 p.m., Weekdays Noon-3 p.m.
Park Rangers are available to answer questions about
natural resources, recreational opportunities, wildlife and
the area’s history.
Brochures, maps, trail guides and other educational
information are available free of charge.
Contact the Park Rangers at 707-966-2111 ext. 113 for
information about park events, hikes, kayak tours and
educational programs.
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Live the Lake Life at Lake Berryessa!
www.headlandsdrive.com

Custom Lake Home
3 bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths,
1,713 sq. ft.
Open floor plan

AMBER PAYNE
REALTOR

Kitchen with island

CalBre#: 01302244
707-235-1124
888-864-4133 (fax)
www.amberpayne.net
amberp@terrafirmaglobalpar
tners.com

Living room with pellet
stove
On-demand water heater
Two car garage
RV/boat parking

1014 Headlands Drive
Live the lake life in this custom home on a corner lot with outdoor living space,
spacious deck, and terraced yards. Fully fenced with plum and cherry trees.
Huge bonus: seller has paid the watere/sewer assessment IN FULL!

Minutes to Steele Park
Recreation Area

$385,000

Fishing with Sid at Lake Berryessa
This time of the year is one of my favorite to go fishing, the reason being that
I can fish in shallow water and see the fish chase and hit the bait. Fish are starting
to nest - water temp is 65 degrees. Shore fisherman are doing well also because they
can see the fish as they walk the shoreline and throw their bait.
Last weekend Jim and his son Joshua went out with me and had a good few
hours out on the water and landed a nice 4 pound bass. The next day Albert and I
headed out and caught a nice limit with the largest fish weighing in at 3.6 pounds.
This weekend I took John out to an area of the lake he had never been to. I showed
him bass nesting in shallow water. There were quite a few nests he was fascinated.
I went into a cove where we saw fish swimming and I cast out a Carolina rig
set up and was immediately hit by a nice size bass. It was a beautiful warm day
almost like summer but that evening it started to rain and the next day I went out
with John and Albert wearing our rain gear and it did rain all day long.
We caught a limit of fish right in the area where we launched the boat. We could
see a large cement slab in the water and the fish were roaming in that area. John and
Albert were drop shooting and I was using the Carolina rig and on my second rod
I was using a River2Sea crawdad.
Our last stop of the day was at the tree laying in the water in Willie's ski school
and the amazing thing was an approximate 10 pound bass was swimming next to
a one pound bass and of course we all tried our best to lure the big one or tempt her
but to no avail but it was fun trying. We headed in for the day a little damp but we
had a good time. www.fishingconnection.net

Park Potential for Former Capell Valley School Site

Lake Level Status as of 4/12/16

You are invited to a public meeting on Wednesday April 27th, 6:30 PM, at the Capell
Valley Fire Station, 1193 Capell Valley road. This meeting is being held to discuss the
potential for a local park at the former Capell Valley school site.

Despite the recent .55 inches of rain, the lake
level has decreased .24 inches to 411.05 feet
- 28.95 feet below Glory Hole - about 1 foot
to go to get to last year's "high" point of
412.07. The lake has been essentially stable
for the last two weeks.

The meeting is being hosted by the core group which has been working for years to
obtain the property from the Napa County School District. The group is made up of
local residents Bob Lee, Sandy Storck, Beth Botts, and Anita Odell. The project is
incorporated as the non-profit Capell-Berryessa Community Center Inc.
In December 2015 the School District, following the legally required process, has
designated the Capell property as surplus, thus allowing it to be disposed of. The
decision has been made to sell the property as part of a fundraising effort in the
District’s Master Plan. The sale will be accomplished via sealed bid with the sale
process possibly starting this month.
The Capell group has been involved in ongoing meetings with the School District,
Napa County Regional Park and Open Space District, County Supervisor Alfredo
Pedroza, and others. The goal is to obtain the school site as a county park/community
center for local community and the larger county use.
The vision, which has been shaped by community input, would involve typical
community center activities such as meetings, weddings and other community events.
As a park, sporting activities and outdoor events would be offered as well as a place
to picnic and enjoy a park type setting. There is room for a community garden. And
there is the potential for having a central location to offer public services, something
which is lacking in this area. It is also be an ideal location for a Sheriff's substation.
Please come to the meeting on Wednesday, April 27, at 6:30 for more information and
to voice your support, concerns and suggestions for use regarding this project. The
group is trying to determine community support as there will be a need for community
involvement if they are able to obtain the property. You may also provide comments
at their email address: cbcommunitypark@gmail.com
*****
Paddle with a Park Ranger
Saturday, May 7, 9 a.m.-12 p.m., Oak Shores Day Use Area
Experience the beauty of Lake Berryessa from a unique perspective during a 2-3 hour,
Park Ranger-led paddle tour. Watch for bald eagles, ospreys, otters and other wildlife
as the Ranger introduces you to the natural and human history of the reservoir. These
outings are open to experienced swimmers with a kayak or canoe. Coast Guardapproved life jackets will be available. Participants should bring their kayak, life
jackets, paddles, sunscreen, hat, water and food. Pre-registration is required. Kayaks
may be available for participants on a first-reserved, first-served basis. For more
information, please contact Ranger Victoria Payan at 707-966-2111 ext. 113 or
vpayan@usbr.gov.

Lake Berryessa Custom Lake View Home!
www.BerryessaRealEstate.com

AMBER PAYNE
REALTOR
CalBre#: 01302244
707-235-1124
888-864-4133 (fax)
www.amberpayne.net
amberp@terrafirmaglobalp
artners.com

1995 Custom Built
3 bedrooms, 2 Full
baths, 2,652 sq. ft.
Upstairs living room
with knotty pine
vaulted ceilings &
wood stove
Upstairs master suite
w/deck access
Two guest rooms
Family room
Formal dining room
w/deck access

1040 Blueridge Drive
Extra large kitchen
Enjoy this home year round! A scenic 45 minutes from Napa, this spacious home
has amazing views! Rear yard feature expansive deck with above ground pool &
hot tub. Room for gardens, RV, & boat.

$494,000

Last year the lake was already dropping
quickly. On April 11, 2015 the lake was
already lower than today at 410.85 feet and
dropping This means that the Capell launch
ramp may be able to stay open longer than it
did last year when it closed in mid-July.
Rainfall total remains at 23.21 inches for the
season. At the present level Lake Berryessa
holds 1,046,291 acre-feet of water, which is
65.4% of it’s 1,600,00 acre-feet capacity.
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